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The auThor’s fingerprinT.  
a compuTerised aTTribuTion meThod

1. stylometry and computerised attribution methods

This research originates from the consideration, initiated less than a dec-
ade ago, of the possible interaction between philology and information Theory 
(canettieri et al. 2005, 2006, 2008; canettieri 2012). its purpose is to 
propose systematically a unified Theory of the Text (uTT), whose application 
consists of the possibility of measuring the distance existing between two or 
more texts on different levels: graphic, phonetic, morphologic, and semantic. 
on a theoretic level, for each one of these scales the range of distance fluctuates 
from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that two texts are identical and 1 that they are 
completely different from each other.

based on the he uTT it is thus possible to evaluate, with a single auto-
mated operation: 
1) the distance existing between manuscripts or copies of a same work (taking 
both the errors and the variables into consideration and providing them with 
differentiated weights); 
2) the distance existing between texts of a same author, extrapolated from the 
same or from different works (authorship intertextuality or intratextuality); 
3) the distance existing between texts belonging to the same genre, school or 
poetic movement; 
4) the distance existing between different works that cannot be associated with 
each other in an intertextual manner but present a certain degree of intertextual 
relationship. 

The values that can be obtained are various and articulated, but each 
homogeneous group of results can be visually represented by means of a graphic 
tree structure where the textual objects that present a certain similarity with 
each other are gathered in clusters and where the similarities gradually decrease 
while proceeding from the tree leaves up to its roots. 

an example of representation is offered by the italian duecento poetry 
tree, which has been variously reproduced on various occasions in the works 
indicated above and for which it is possible to visualise the integral version 
online. moreover, it is not a coincidence that, within the uTT frame, the 
computerised procedures based on the basics of information Theory -which 
have been adapted by roman Jakobson for the linguistic and literary subject, 
heuristically appear to be the most efficient (Jakobson 1960; Van de Walle 
2008). such procedures provide, in effect, by definition discriminating elements 
in the gathering of texts based of their distance.
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The uTT finds practical confirmation and application in the field of 
authorial attribution, where the interaction between scientists in text, mind, 
physics and mathematics may offer important contributions to the commu-
nity. i take the liberty to refer to the work that i consider the most relevant of 
my “philological” works, the debate held during the trial for the homicide of 
massimo d’antona, which can now be listened on radio radicale’s website 
and to which i took part as an expert witness for the defence: in such case, the 
study of the attribution problems allowed the full acquittal before of the court, 
after nine month of imprisonment, of one on the accused subjects, who had 
been implicated in this trial by an attributive appraisal based on an erroneous 
methodology. in fact, dealing with anonymous documents or with works of 
uncertain attribution represents a great, important and useful challenge for phi-
lologists. The attribution process has been described as «the operation, which 
culminates in a critical judgement and which aims at, in the absence of or to 
completion of or to check the historical records, the identification of the author 
of an artefact, that is the assignment of the authorship of an anonymous work 
to a specific producer or the identification of the historic-cultural environment 
in which this artifact was conceived and produced» (besomi, caruso 1992). 

such procedure entails the confrontation with a series of problems, as 
for example: 

1) a text is attributed to different authors by different witnesses (contrasting 
attributions); 
2) a text has been transmitted in an anonymous form and it is necessary to 
ascertain its author; 
3) a text has been attributed to an author, but there are strong doubts that it 
might have been written by someone else and it is thus necessary to ascertain 
whether it is authentic or apocryphal; 
4) a text attributed to an author might contain interpolations of one or more 
different authors and it is thus necessary to understand which sections of the 
text were interpolated and to whom they ought to be attributed. 

in an attempt to resolve such problems, philologists have resorted to 
traditional tools of textual analysis, first of all, in regard to antique texts, the 
stemma codicum, used to identify the most reliable witnesses or the point in the 
tradition where the attributive disturbance occurred: it is clear that the correct 
attribution, in terms of stemmatics, is related to the selection of variables and 
cannot be founded on the amount of the conveyed manuscripts but rather on 
their critical quality. furthermore, when the stemma codicum consists of two 
branches, the choice would generally go to the less famous author, since the 
condition of minor notoriety has the same value as the concept of lectio dif-
ficilior in textual reconstruction. The aetiology of the attributive error has also 
been analytically described in some ad hoc essays (pulsoni 2001).
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in addition to the stemma, in the field of traditional attributive science, 
other criteria are used, which are usually classified in “external” and “internal” 
criteria (erdman, fogel 1966; contini 1984): «attribution studies distinguish 
conventionally between internal and external evidence. broadly, internal evi-
dence is that from the work itself and external evidence that from social world 
within which the work is created, promulgated and read; […] external evidence 
[…] covers the following kinds: (1) contemporary attributions contained in 
incipits, explicits, titles, and from documents purporting to impart information 
about the circumstances of composition […]; (2) biographical evidence, which 
would include information about a putative author’s allegiances, whereabouts, 
dates, personal ties, and politic and religious affiliations; (3) The history of 
earlier attributions of the work and the circumstances under which they were 
made. internal evidence […] covers (1) stylistic evidence; (2) self-reference and 
self-presentation within the work; (3) evidence from the themes, ideas, beliefs 
and conceptions of genre manifested in the work» (Love 2002, 51).

The first ones, which are by nature substantially related to the content, 
assist in evaluating whether the information contained in the text correspond to 
historical data: they include evidences from other authors, historic-cultural or 
biographical references within the text, and analysis of the sources. The internal 
evidences, on the other hand, include formal aspects such as rhetorical, metric, 
stylistic and intertextual analysis. Well-known is the method for the attribution 
of artistic works implemented by giovanni morelli and based on the internal 
criteria of stylistic particulars (ears, hands, folds of the clothes, etc.), that, ac-
cording to morelli, would have brought to the individualisation of the style of a 
specific artist, distinguishing him from his imitators (ginzburg 1979, 57-106).

among the internal criteria is also included the stylometry, i.e. the quanti-
tative and statistical study of the literary style, in the present research intended 
as «all the formal features characterising (in sum or in a particular moment) 
the expressive manner of an individual or the writing manner of an author», 
therefore meaning the expressive and creative features that are typical of each 
individual rather than «all the formal features characterising a group of works, 
constituted on a typological or historical basis» (segre 1985). stylometry is 
based on two premises: in the first place, it should be possible to quantify, 
and thus to measure, the stylistic features of a text; in the second place, the 
texts of the same author should present similar features with each other. for 
example, if the suspect exists that an author did actually not write a text that 
is traditionally attributed to him, both such text and the other texts written by 
the same author could be analysed and compared through different attribution 
methods. in the event that an important statistical difference between the text 
under study and other texts certainly written by this author exists, this could 
represent the evidence that the uncertain document has not been written by 
the hand that wrote the other documents.
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stylometry is a procedure of analysis that, at this point, is extensively 
applied to literature: since it aims at identifying, measuring and confronting 
the features of what we call style, it proposes to decompose the text in or-
der to understand which stylistic features distinguish a work and its author 
from other works and other authors. in the stylometric procedure the data 
interpretation follows an analytic stage that includes, along with the usual 
tools, also the statistical representation and the comparison of the numerically 
elaborated results. The numerical comparability allows a direct and precise 
confrontation of texts, authors and passages of a same work or pertaining to 
the same author. The proposals that followed each other over time suggested 
the analysis of different graphic/linguistic elements, ranging from the average 
sentence length, expressed in number of words, characters, or syllables, to the 
study of the vocabulary, by counting the average length of words, expressed 
in characters, the average number of syllables per word, the frequency of 
monosyllabic words, the frequency of empty words (that thus do not depend 
on the content, as in english the words a, all, an, and, any, as, but, by, in, it, 
no, not, of, that, the, to, up, upon, with, without).

some other stylistic features were considered to be significant, such as the 
percentage of each different part of the discourse (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.). 
recently, the measurement method of the “intertextual distance”, introduced 
by Labbé and Labbé, has raised a passionate debate in france. after realis-
ing a complete lemmatisation of the texts under study, the two scholars have 
analysed the distance occurring between the obtained dictionaries: the shorter 
the distance, the greater the possibility that the two texts are attributable to 
the same author, or belong to the same literary genre or to the same period, or 
relate to the same subject (Labbé, Labbé 2001). some statistical models have 
been developed to evaluate the “lexical richness” of an author, the average 
distance in which new words are generated in a text, the frequency of hapax 
legomena and dislegomena, the so-called “Weighted precision/recall” (Wpr) 
lexical units reports, such as, for example, the relationship between the rate of 
occurrence of an english article at the beginning of a sentence and the number 
of sentences, the relationship between the rate of occurrence of a conjunction 
followed by an adjective and the overall occurrences of the same conjunction, 
or the preference given to a synonym rather than to another (for example the 
relationship between the number of occurrences of any and all and the occur-
rences of any), etc. (mendenhall 1887; Yule 1938; Williams 1940; fucks 
1952; Wake 1957; ellegård 1962; brinegar 1963; mosteller, Wallace; 
fuks, Lauter 1965; morton 1965; somers 1966; antosch 1969; brain-
erd 1973; 1974; bruno 1974; sichel 1974; morton 1978; Kjetsaa 1979; 
marriot 1979; Larsen et al. 1980; burrows 1987; hilton 1988, 1990).

The comparative application of the different methods to texts of known 
authors has pointed out that the phrastic analysis does often produce unreliable 
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results, also because of the practical definition of the concept of “sentence” as a 
unit bounded by two gradually different elements of punctuation, like two full 
stops, dot and exclamation (or question) mark, dot and semicolon, two com-
mas, etc. (ellegård 1962; mosteller, Wallace 1964; marriot 1979). The 
lexical richness turned out as well to be insufficiently probative, since many of 
the experiments conducted on texts of the same known author have highlighted 
the possible reliance of this element on the practiced genre: it is different to 
write a letter, a newspaper article, a poem or a novel. nevertheless, the interfer-
ence between the author’s typical stylistic features and the features related to 
the content or to the genre of the text (either literary or not) represents a very 
sensitive issue (clement, sharp 2003).

on the other hand, how the stylistic elements are stable over time and 
how they are influenced by each individual’s spiritual evolution, as well as the 
way in which they consciously or unconsciously change over time still need to 
be investigated. certain is that, in order to apply efficiently this type of analy-
sis, the compared texts need to be, as well as comparable in terms of genre, 
language and content, long enough, and the analysed stylistic features need to 
be structural, frequent, easily measurable and sufficiently independent from the 
author’s conscious control (bailey 1979). 

in this sense the Wpr, the frequency of empty words, the computation 
of elements outside of the conscious control, both the frequency of the use of 
certain letters rather than others, and the investigations conducted on the relative 
frequency of morphemes and minimal linguistic segments have shown good dif-
ferentiation and assimilative skills. We know that it is now possible to automate 
analysis procedures aiming at the authorship attribution through an increasingly 
efficient technology that has multiplied exponentially the calculation rapidity, 
providing opportunities that were still unthinkable few years ago; so, even 
though many of the currently employed strategies remain essentially measure-
ments of the words (in terms of length, rate of occurrence, frequency ratio) and 
of the sentences (number of words and average length in terms of characters), 
stylometry has led to the awareness that a certain number of textual structures 
can be described in quantitative terms and, consequently, various tools of math-
ematics and statistics have been introduced in attribution science: so, gradually, 
the interest has shifted from indicators based on discrete linguistic components 
to methods in which the text is analysed through models rather not dissimilar 
to those in use to compare other chains of symbols, as for example the dna. 

in this view, the systems applied since the beginning of the XXi century 
have been using series of units, also linguistically non discrete ones, analysed 
through methods that range from markov’s chains to the compression al-
gorithms, the bayesian classifiers and, finally, to the numerous methods of 
“machine Learning”, a field of artificial intelligence that realises algorithms 
based on the learning of data coming from different types of samples and on 
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the following statistical evaluation of the relationships between the observed 
variables, in order to achieve the data summary and then new knowledge. in 
all these approaches the text is considered as a sequence of symbols and the 
lexical elements have no more meaning than other symbols’ aggregates, while 
the statistics of the sequences of n consecutive characters (the so-called n-grams) 
naturally appear as fundamental subjects of the research (Khmelev, Tweedie 
2001; benedetto et al. 2002; Keselj et al. 2005; basile et al. 2008).

in a competition organised in 2003 by patrick Juola, different attribution 
methods were compared by applying them to the same composite corpus of texts 
“ad hoc authorship attribution competition” (aaac): the best results were 
obtained by scholars who had applied to the traditional stylometric parameters 
(unstable words, empty words, most frequent words) a machine learning method 
called support Vector machine. Juola himself provided a valuable guide for 
the questions of authorship attribution, which can also be seen as the theory 
underlying the Jgaap (Java graphical authorship program), a downloadable 
program for analysis, text categorisation and attribution, written in the Java 
programming language (Juola, baayen 2003; Juola 2006).

Jgaap uses a modular architecture, whose base levels are the graphi-
cal standardisation/regularisation of the text canonicalisation, the stylometric 
element that is meant to be processed (event set generation), the modality of 
selection of the element (event culling) and the statistical analysis of the acquired 
data (analysis). each one of these levels is handled by one single generic Java 
class: the canonicalisation module is so handled by the canonicaliser class, the 
event set generation by the event drivers class, the event culling by the event 
cullers class and the analysis module by the analysis methods class. among 
the event drivers we may select single characters or contiguous n characters 
gathered from a sliding window (characters and character grams), as well as 
single words or contiguous n words (Words and Word grams), the first word 
of each sentence (first Word in sentence), the words with a variable number of 
letters or vowels (m-n Letter Words and Vowel m-n Letter Words, where M 
and N are variable parameters), the empty words or the function-words used 
in mosteller and Wallace study on the federalist papers (mW function Words), 
the rare words, such as those employed once or twice in each document (rare 
Words), the sentence length measured in words (sentence Length), the suffixes, 
understood as the last three letters of each words (suffixes), the syllables per 
word, with a very simplified system where each vowel is counted as a syllable 
(syllables per Word), etc.

in order to select the analysis modality it is necessary to activate the 
function event culling, which allows to sound out, in all the documents, the 
least common n phenomena or the most common n phenomena or even the 
phenomena present in all the samples (Least common events, most common 
events, Xtreme culler), etc. it is then possible to select, among the countless 
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types of statistical analysis, among which we bear in mind burrow’s delta, sup-
port Vector machine (sVm), in its gaussian version (gaussian sVm) and in 
its linear version (Linear sVm), Linear discriminant analysis (Lda), markov 
chain analysis, naïve bayes classifier, pca, spca, WeKa. some methods 
require the selection of the distance functions such as the cross entropy, the 
Lempel-Ziv-Welch nearest neighbor classifier and many others. 

2. application to romanic texts

although the good performance of many computer methods of attributive 
analysis has now been demonstrated and although such methods are employed 
extensively and with good results in other areas of literary studies, especially 
in anglo-saxon ones, their application to the texts of the romanic literatures 
(whether medieval or not) has not received sufficient impulse yet. in several 
works in collaboration with physicist Vittorio Loreto of La sapienza university 
of rome, we have been using methods based on the information Theory, applying 
to the texts of italian poetry a zipping program and different programs for the 
elaboration of phylogenetic trees (canettieri et al. 2005; 2006; canettieri 
2011; 2012). 

The results have been overall very satisfying, with percentages over 
90% for the known author on known author attribution. as has been dem-
onstrated, in this type of approach the outcome of the process is constituted 
by a tree in which the analysed elements are grouped on a scale in clusters, 
from the closest to the farthest. reckoning the advancement of researches in 
the already boundless field of authorship attribution, i have been able to verify 
in first person the possibility of extending and integrating such researches. 
so, i have been using the program developed by Juola to test the different 
“known author on known author” methods, also in order to achieve results 
more solid than those obtained previously. 

i have thus developed a series of experiments in which i have tried to verify 
how a specific approach was able to identify the author of a text string, taking 
into account the crucial variables of this type of research: text length, number of 
examples, genre variety. i have also recently extended the research, in collabora-
tion with two scholars of authorship philology, to twentieth-century authors, in 
order to validate or falsify the method in the event of ascertainable authorship 
diachrony. although i have not crossed all the possibilities offered by the system 
yet, i believe that, for early romanic texts, considered the huge graphic oscilla-
tion, which makes each exclusively lexicon-based analysis much less accurate, the 
most productive approach is the one that computes pairs of letters (characters 
bigrams), using Linear sVm as a method of statistical analysis and selecting the 
items with Xtreme culler: the application of these parameters to different corpora 
has in fact always produced excellent results, which i will now briefly describe.
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The first, extremely simple experiment only concerned the Roman de la 
Rose. The text was divided into parts of about 1000 lines each, up to v. 13058. 
The first documents, named Roselorris (1-4), contained the part of the Roman 
de la Rose attributed to guillaume de Lorris; the remaining nine documents, 
named RoseMeung (1-9), the part attributed to Jean de meung. Then two files 
were constituted in the known Authors’ box: all the Roselorris documents were 
included in the first file, named Guillaume, all the RoseMeung documents in 
the second one, named Jean. The experiment consisted in rotating in turns all 
the documents, eliminating them one by one from the known Authors’ file and 
entering the corresponding removed document in the file of unknown authors. 
in the first test, for example, Roselorris1 was listed among unknown Authors 
and Roselorris2, Roselorris3 and Roselorris4 in the known Authors’ file; in the 
second test, the same procedure was followed by placing Roselorris2 among 
the unknown Authors and Roselorris1, Roselorris3 and Roselorris4 among the 
known Authors, and so on, by rotating the texts to be verified. The results gave 
100% of correct attributions: all the documents named Roselorris were attrib-
uted to Guillaume and all the documents named RoseMeung were attributed to 
Jean. in addition to the functionality of this method for issues such as the one 
here proposed, this simple experiment demonstrates, if it is still necessary, that 
the double authorship of the Roman de la Rose cannot be called into question.

The second experiment involved troubadours’ lyric poetry, with much 
smaller portions of text. each one of the first ten documents, named Guglielmo 
(1-10), contained a vers of guglielmo iX; each one of the next six documents, 
named Jaufre (1-6), the vers of Jaufre rudel. The two series were included in 
the known Authors’ box, in files named respectively Guglielmo and Jaufre. 
also in this case, the texts were rotated one by one in the unknown Authors’ 
file, with the result of a full recognition: all the texts attributed to guglielmo, 
including the discussed chansoneta nueva, and all the texts attributed to Jaufre 
were recognised. The recognition of 100% of the texts also occurred with the 
extension of this corpus first to nine poems of raimbaut d’aurenga, of certain 
attribution, and then to three authors of his “manner” (elias de barjols, gaucem 
faidit, peire Vidal), with a limited number of texts (four per author). in this 
last experiment we also added to the texts of known authors a composition 
attributed to elias de barjols (bdT 132,8), for which the attributive varia lectio 
also mentions the name of gaucelm faidit; this attribution, in the light of the 
presented results, should probably be rejected.

full recognition known on known results were also obtained for the 
Trouvères poetry, which was stressed with lyrics of adam de la halle, andrieu 
contredit, Thibaut de champagne: in this case i nominated each text with the 
name of the Trouvère followed by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 (therefore adam1, 
adam2, adam3, adam4, andrieu1, andrieu2, andrieu3, andrieu4, thibaut1, 
thibaut2, thibaut3, thibaut4). Then i rotated all the documents both in the 
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known authors’ file, with three compositions per author at a time, and in the 
unknown authors’ file, with one document per Trouvère, obviously the ones 
not included among the known authors. 

in an additional experiment, i tested the method on some authors of the 
italian duecento poetry, in an attempt to verify or falsify the results obtained 
with the compression method: amico di dante (30 sonnets), bonagiunta orbic-
ciani (20 sonnets and 5 madrigals), brunetto Latini (Tesoretto), guido caval-
canti (30 sonnets), cecco angiolieri (30 sonnets), chiaro davanzati (30 sonnets), 
cino da pistoia (30 sonnets), dante alighieri (30 sonnets), dante da maiano 
(30 sonnets), folgore da san gimignano (30 sonnets), guittone d’arezzo (30 
sonnets), monte andrea (30 sonnets), rustico filippi (30 sonnets), Fiore (30 
sonnets), Intelligenza (4500 vv.) and Mare Amoroso. in the known Authors’ 
file were placed two documents, nominated with the abbreviated name of the 
author or of the anonymous work (thus also Fiore, Intelligenza and Mare 
Amoroso), followed by numbers 1 and 2 (amico1, amico2, bonag1, bonag2, 
brunetto1, brunetto2, etc.), each containing 10 sonnets or, in their absence (see 
for example Tesoretto of brunetto Latini or Intelligenza), the evaluated syllabic-
based equivalence of text amount (approximately 1500 syllables per document). 

in the unknown Authors’ file were included documents containing an-
other 10 sonnets (or textual equivalence) of each one of these authors or anony-
mous works, and named like the documents above, but followed by number 
3 (amico3, brunetto3, standing for bonagiunta, and in the absence of sonnets 
the madrigals were included, thus bonagiuntacan, etc.). The result was 100% 
“known author on known author” recognition. The three anonymous works 
were attributed to the authors of the textual portion of the same work included 
among the known Authors (thus fiore3 was attributed to fiore; intelligenza3 
to Intelligenza and mare3 to Mare Amoroso).

in the next experiment, Fiore, Intelligenza and mare amoroso were not 
included in the known Authors’ file; they are thus attributed to the authors 
to be considered as the closest. The result is astonishing since, in front of a 
“known author on known author” attributive precision of 100%, in the case 
of the anonymous poems the result is a complete diffraction: in seven cases 
Fiore was attributed to rustico filippi, in four cases to dante alighieri, in 
two cases to cecco angiolieri and in two cases to cino da pistoia; Intelli-
genza was attributed to rustico filippi in two cases, in one case to folgore 
da san gimignano, in one case to guido cavalcanti and in one case to dante 
alighieri; mare amoroso was attributed in one case to dante alighieri and in 
two cases to rustico filippi. in my opinion, this result provides the evidence 
of the fact that the authors of the involved works should be sought outside 
the group of those included in the corpus. i will comment elsewhere the (ap-
parent) discrepancy existing between this result and the result obtained for 
Fiore in the experiments communicated above. 
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as i already outlined, the method here proposed, in addition to the works 
of early romanic literatures, is also being applied to texts of contemporary 
authors: in collaboration with two scholars of authorship philology, simone 
celani and paola italia, i tested it on two interesting and complementary cases, 
on the one hand some texts of fernando pessoa for which there is no clear 
attribution yet, on the other hand montale’s Diario postumo for which serious 
doubts of apocryphia subsist (at least for a number of poems) (celani 2005; 
italia 2013, 173-196; celani, infra). in both cases, and despite the quite 
limited size of the analysed textual portions, the analysis of bigrams using 
Linear SVM in Xtreme Culler proved itself useful to discriminate authorship, 
with always quite substantial percentages of “known author on known au-
thor” correct attributions; furthermore, interesting results were also obtained 
in extreme cases such as that of pessoan heteronyms or that of the probably 
apocryphal texts of montale’s Diario Postumo, generally in confirmation or 
assistance of the results obtained through downright philological analysis 
(canettieri, italia forthcoming; canettieri, celani forthcoming).

altogether the method of analysis here developed appears to be particu-
larly useful in cases where no vast portions of text are available, for example 
single poems, and where it is necessary to attribute those to not particularly 
large groups of authors. paradoxically, the expansion of textual amount that is 
available for the analyser, precisely because of the used analyser, might reduce 
the system’s efficiency. naturally the upper and lower limits beyond which the 
system loses its efficiency still need to be verified: we know that these limits exist, 
but their precise identification in relation to the different corpora under exam, 
is another step in the process that will have to bring to systematic exploration 
of computerised authorship attribution, which still represents, for romanists, 
a terra incognita.

paolo canettieri
dipartimento di studi europei, americani e interculturali

sapienza università di roma
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absTracT

methods borrowed from information Theory are applied to the traditional text criticism. 
a critique of the raw cladistic methods and an interpretation of the dichotomy-phenomenon 
are offered. The same methods are applied to 13th century italian poetry to determine author-
ship attributions and to verify commonly accepted literary taxonomy. philology is a human 
science primarily applied to literary texts and traditionally divided into lower and higher 
criticism. Lower criticism tries to reconstruct the author’s original text and higher criticism 
is the study of the authorship, style, and provenance of texts. The use of methods borrowed 
from information theory makes it possible to bring together methodologically some of the 
sectors of the two fields. The outcome of the experiments in both text criticism and text at-
tribution has been encouraging. in the former, the tests performed on three different traditions 
have provided results very similar to those obtained by traditional methods requiring a great 
amount of time. The experiments carried out both on 13th century italian poets and schools 
have shown that it is possible to draw texts closer to one another. furthermore, the method 
we have used makes it possible to attribute anonymous writings.


